
Pearl Visit – 21st to 23rd April 2022

Click here to see photos from the site visit.

I am Rajaram, a volunteer of Asha Chennai and I visited the Thulasi project area from 21st to 23rd of April 
2022. Project steward Bhaskar also joined me on the 23rd. With the limited time available I was only 
going to visit schools with our new teachers. We also needed to see our libraries and Balwadis. In 
addition to seeing our teachers and librarians, I also wanted to see the assessment being conducted by our 
teachers, visit a few new schools that we are likely to take up if a funding from Amazon materialises and 
finally have a meeting with the teachers on the final day.

I reached Kovilpatti early in the morning of the 21st. Project coordinator Murugan picked me up from the 
railway station and took me to the hotel in Kayathar. As Murugan also lives in Kayathar, it was easy to 
coordinate. We left early to visit the various places as we had a full agenda.

Nagalapuram Library

We have been running Arogyam project to
distribute some nutritious food to the
children at Nagalapuram as well. We give
the food to the children (mostly different
types of Sundals and Ragi kanji) first thing
in the morning. Today the nutrition item
was Psi paruppu sundal or Green gram
dhal. I also distributed it to the children
there. We didn’t spend much time there. The children liked the things we were giving 
them and each one had a different favourite.

Chidambarampatti

Next we visited Chidambarampatti, a well-
run primary school with about 130 
children. Our regular teacher 
Kanagalakshmi was handling class 2. After 
talking a bit to the head-mistress, I went to
our teacher’s class. The class 2 children 
was doing OK. I did some activities related 
to counting with them. With the Corona 

break, the children’s counting itself still needed to be strengthened.

The school had constructed a nice
computer lab where our computer teacher
to teach her class. Our computer teacher
was at a different school that day. I saw the
lab with 6 computers and interacted with
the children. The children could do basic
operations with text documents. They
typed their names, changed font, colour,
size etc. and were also able to save the file.

https://photos.app.goo.gl/f4HMoDXCgAeHiyhi9


Kalloorani

This is a new school that we had just taken newly this year as we had dropped 
support for another school. Assessments were being conducted here by two of our 
teachers – Divya and Saraswathi Devi. Our teacher at this school was Radha Gowri. 
The assessments were being conducted well. I monitored that for a little while and 
guided the teachers on a couple of points. The HM and Radha Gowri, gave us some 
nice snacks and honoured me and Murugan with Ponadais. I also interviewed a 
candidate, Vinodhini, there. She was well suited for a computer teacher role that we
needed.

Nallatrinputhur and Kalugumalai

One of the purpose of the trip was to also
visit potential new schools and explain to
the Head-mistress about Asha and what
we support, what we expect from the
school etc. We first went to
Nallatrinpudhur. This was a large primary
school with over 300 children. There were
a total of 9 teachers. There was adequate
classrooms. Till recently one Aadhava trust was providing 2 teachers to this school 
but that was stopped for various reasons. The head-mistress welcomed Asha’s 
support. The school had some really old computers. I do not think we can use most 
of them. 

PUPS Kalugumalai was in the temple town of Kalugumalai and had 150+ children. 
As is not uncommon in all these schools, the HM was saying how having an 
additional teacher would help them. I had to tell her very clearly that we are not 
doing this to improve the lives of the teachers but to improve the lives of the 
children! There are lot of children in Kalugumalai going to private schools 



(significantly more than the number going to this school). The school at one time 
was a CAL centre but now none of those computers work. They also had enough 
space to accommodate a computer teacher from Asha.

Karadikulam Colony

After lunch we went to Karadikulam
Colony. Here again our teachers were
conducting  the assessments. In addition
to the local teachers Rajadevi and SP.
Kanagalakshmi (Computer teacher),
Sulochana, and Sasirekha were there
conducting the assessments. I once again
observed the assessments for a little bit.
It was being conducted well.

Afterwards I went to see Rajadevi’s 3rd std class. I asked them word problems with 
large numbers to see if the children understood the four operations. The children 
were doing well for their class. I then saw S.P. Kanagalakshmi with class 4 children. 
They showed a little bit of what they have started learning with open office. I 
noticed that she hadn’t started on any unplugged activity. I wanted to demonstrate 
it to her. So we took the class 4 students outside for the grid activity. The children 
enjoyed playing the game and quickly how to programme their robot to navigate 
their grid.

  

Sambakulam

We visited a new primary school at Sambakulam. While this was close to 
Karadikulam, it was located in the neighbouring Thenkasi district. The school had 54
children and 2 teachers. The school would like a regular teacher as the asst teacher 
is not that regular. The school had adequate space and just one laptop.

Suriyaminikan and Nagalapuram Libraries

We then went to the Suriyaminikan
library. Muthuduraichi was our new
librarian there. She had been doing
some craft activities with the children.
More than her, it was her I think 7th std
daughter who showed all the activities
that they have done including science
experiments and craft activities. It
wasn’t so clear if Muthuduraichi had
indeed done all these with the children’s full participation. But her daughter was 
indeed a very bright girl!



We then went to Nagalapuram. The 
children there showed me some science 
experiments and told me some stories. I 
decided to show them the unplugged 
activity – card game related to parity bit. 
The children enjoyed that bit of magic! 
Then we got back to the hotel as it was 
already getting quite late. After some good

rest, we started early the next day as well. 

Kumaragiri

We first went to Kumaragiri, a middle
school. The school was as usual busy
with various activities by the children
even before the school started. The
children were telling the multiplication
tables. Our computer teacher was
coming to the school. They also wanted
a regular teacher. I explained to him that our regular teacher program was not 
expanding now and this was unlikely. I interacted with the 8th std children a little bit.

Panikkar Kulam School

We then went to the middle school at 
Panikkar Kulam. Our teacher Sasirekha 
was there with the 8th std. The school had
a nice computer lab with 4 computers. 
The children demonstrated what they 
knew with Open office. Sasirekha had 
also not done any unplugged activity or 
started on programming with these 

students. I asked her to start doing some unplugged activities as well. I did both the
card magic as well as the grid activity. The children managed to do it quite well. 

Koovachipatti

One of the main purposes of the trip was to inaugurate the toilets at Koovachipatti. 
We had renovated these toilets at a cost of Rs 1.75 Lakhs. Here is a separate report 
on the inauguration of the toilet.

https://chennai.ashanet.org/news/2022/05/toilet-renovation-and-inauguration-at-koovachipatti/
https://chennai.ashanet.org/news/2022/05/toilet-renovation-and-inauguration-at-koovachipatti/


This was one of the schools we were
working most closely with. We had
appointed a regular teacher, provided two
teachers for their Kindergarten and were
also sending a computer teacher for two
days a week. The HM who was a very
motivated man had got transferred and a
new HM was in place. She also welcomed
Asha’s support. I visited our teacher
Malarvizhi’s class 2. It was filled with LOTs of hand-made TLM. She was very 
interested and talented in this regard. The things she had made were well aligned 

to the things she was teaching as well. I 
played a Simon-says kind of game with the 
children and they were good. I also did 
some Maths word problems with them. The 
children did not show too much signs of loss
of education due to Corona The previous 
HM had done his best to sustain the 
education even during Corona.

I then visited the Kindergarten as well. The 
children were doing well. They sang some 
rhymes for me. Nutrition is served to them 
typically at 11:00 at the school. This was 

delayed a little bit because of our visit. We served it to them and tasted it as well. It
was very good!

Panikkar Kulam Balwadi

We visited the Balwadi at Panikkar Kulam.
The children were having their rest in the
afternoon by the time we came. We
always end up coming at this time to this
Balwadi! The children woke up to sing
some rhymes to me. We gave some
sweets to the children and then left.

Paneer Ootru and South Achampatti

These were two more new schools that had requested our support. The head-
master from Koovachipatti had got promoted to become the head-master of the 
middle school at Paneer Ootru. By the time we reached the school, the children 
were just leaving. We could only talk to the head-master. The school had 70 children
and 5 teachers. They also had 6 working computers! They wanted a computer 
teacher and also desparately needed toilets. The HM from Koovachipatti will remain 
there only till June 2023. 

The HM of this school had heard about Asha through Koovachipatti as well. We went
there rather late at arounf 5:00 pm but the HM had remained to meet with us. The 
school is a Govt. Primary School and not the usual Panchayat Union Primary School. 
I am not sure what that difference implies in terms of our working with the school. I 
don’t think it changes anything. The school had 60 children and 2 teachers. They 
were also running a Kindergarten with 21 children. They wanted a KG teacher from 



us as well as  a regular teacher. We told her that at the moment we are only 
expanding our computer teacher program. The school has 3 desktops and 1 laptop, 
all in working condition and adequate space as well. We can send our computer 
teacher here.

Koovachipatti Library

We then went to the Koovachipatti library. This was a nice large house in the village.
There was a front area with a room and a thinnai and a back area with a couple of 
room. A roof had been put to connect the two areas. So the area in the middle with 
the thinnai provided a large space for the library. There were also a lot of children 
coming to the library. The children showed me a few books they had read and a 
couple of craft activities. However, the library was largely functioning as a place for 
homework assistance. i.e. A safe well lit space with adult supervision for children to 
come and do their homework. We asked our librarian, Valarmathi, to make this more
into an activity centre and a library. We then went to Valarmathi’s house to have 
some snacks before returning back to Kayathar.

Our past coordinator, John Baul, also joined Murugan and me for dinner. We strategized a little bit about 
how we can hire good teachers who will also be willing to travel or stay late and further remain with us 
for a good period of time. John Baul suggested that we ask the help of the BEOs to spread the message to 
their school HMs and also to the Illam Thedi Kalvi teachers. This turned out to be a good idea. After 
dinner I returned back to the hotel.

The next day morning Bhaskar also joined me at the hotel. After breakfast we left again to see a couple of
schools.

Sivalingapuram



This is a really small school with just 9
children. The HM of the school used to
work at Nagalapuram and has supported
our initiatives. He is also well connected
as a teacher union leader. Supporting the
school with a computer teacher for half a
day would be sufficient.

South Kayathar

This is a somewhat large middle school right in Kayathar town and close to our 
office. It had over 300 children and the strength has been increasing even before 
Corona. They have 9 teachers and adequate classrooms. Because of a donation, 
primary school children had bench and desk but not the middle school children!!! 
The school also had 9 computers mostly in working condition. They need a regular 
teacher or two and would like a computer teacher as well. 

Pearl Office in Kayathar

We then went to the Pearl office in Kayathar. Our teachers were also there to meet 
with us. They did a couple of demostrations of craft activities and science 
experiments. I wanted to talk a little bit to them about the goals of Asha and why 
we do what we do. It was important to convey to them our thoughts on equality, 
secularism, child-centered-education, conceptual clarity, continuous growth as an 
organisation and for them as a teacher etc. We also talked to the teachers about 
taking up greater responsibilities like lead teacher or RTC teacher. But given their 
family circumstances, the teachers were still hesitant. This hinders our growth at 
project Pearl.

During this meeting Bhaskar and Murugan visited Govt. High School at Ayyanar Ootru. Later in the 
afternoon/evening, John Baul came to visit us and meet Bhaskar. An employee of mine from Damaka, 
Murugalakshmi also came to see me at our Asha office with her husband and child. It turned out that her 
husband and our teacher Sasirekha were neighbours when they were young! After spending some good 
time, Murugan dropped us back at the railway station.


